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5315 Zed the Merchant Cheats MMH 18-7423 Brianr 2002-05-31
This plug in adds a merchant (Zed, a level 100 dark elf nightblade) right outside Meldor's armor shop in Balmora.    

He is loaded, 1,000,000 gold, and sells all manner of exotic swords.  He also has a sweet daedric\glass armor
combination on him  The coolest...

5314 Xena's Chakra Cheats MMH 18-8158 Dale Stocker 2003-02-15
A new weapon; Xena's Chakra, the round disk she throws.   The disc comes back to your  inventory via script.   I put
the Chakra in a hot key; press it after throwing    Need to keep the provided "Chakra Return Ring" as the Script is

linked to this, but y...

5313 Wraith God Armor Cheats MMH 18-5628 Vlad_Tepes 2011-07-11
Thank you for downloading Wraith God ArmorMade by Vlad_Tepes. first off , be warned that this armor is
considered by me to be a cheat as it will increase your stats , add abilities such as reflect , destruction ,

regeneration . etc.this mod was supposed to be incorperated into a story and th...

5312 Woops Cheats MMH 18-3027 Unknown 2009-05-06
Please note: This mod was transferred from Gamer's Roam after the site's closure. No information was included, so
this note containing some basic information about the mod has been added as a courtesy to mod users. -------------------

...

5311 Wizards Lair Cheats MMH 18-10079 Hunter 2005-08-22 Adds an abode for a wizard at St. Olms Canal North-one

5310 Wizardly Wardrobe Cheats MMH 18-5531 Deathbliss 2009-06-07
WARNING! This is NOT a plug-in for purists! If you hate "power items" then stay away from this plug-in! Loved by

me, and hated by almost everyone else the Wizardly Wardrobe is a small collection of constant effect clothing
designed to help you in certain ways ...

5309 Wizard's Study Cheats MMH 18-12425 Saania 2007-12-13

5308 Witchblade Ring v1.0 Cheats MMH 18-3744 heading1 2009-05-12
Ring of the Witchblade Plug-In duped by http://heading1.com November, 2002 To Install: Unzip to your

Morrowind\Data Files dir, boot the game, select the Data Files, yadda, yadda. This little plug-in is an adaptation of
the Witchblade gauntlet mod that's out there....

5307 Wheel of Time Items
v2.0 Cheats MMH 18-5293 DemonLord 2009-05-12 Mod based off the ever popular series Wheel of Time, include 5 new items and a book with clues on where to find

them. I won't give any big hints, that takes the fun away, but the book is in Vivec

5306 Wheel of Time Items Cheats MMH 18-7422 DemonLord 2002-09-16 Adds 5 new items based off the Wheel of Time series and a book in Vivec giving hints on where to find them.  This
mod has been upgraded to this version

5305 Werewolf Ring Cheats MMH 18-9292 Campbell 2004-03-01
This plug-in is intended for use if you find the Bloodmoon quests too hard but still wish to become a werewolf
anyway.     It add's a ring to a plate in the dining room of the Mage's Guild in vivec which will turn you into a

werewolf for 24 hours.     War...

5304 Weapons of
greatness Cheats MMH 18-10064 Bose katze 2005-07-28 This mod makes the weapons that you get from the main quest and from some God given quests more powerfull,

considering how hard some are to get.

5303 Weapons Galore Cheats MMH 18-10608 Sahdrani 2006-06-02
105 new weapons - a quest to get the most powerful ones. I used Bethesda's meshes and textures as I have no mesh-

creating program, or a texture editor.    See the readme for locations on the notes.    All scripts are just modified
from Bethesda's, exc...

5302 Walkthrough Books Cheats MMH 18-11214 dakilleux 2007-04-29
This mod adds 2 books in Arrile's Tradehouse in Seyda Neen.     It's a 2 part walkthrough of the main quests (the

Blades quests).   All I did was chose the right elements from another walkthrough and I threw em all up together.    
The real a...

5301 W3 Waldmann
Sword Cheats MMH 18-9070 MasterW3 2004-01-05

Adds my first sword model to the game. you may want to add the sword to the leveled lists yourself.. all i did was
create the sword and set it up in the esp.    if you just want to go get it.. travel to Bal Ur..then try and convince the

owner to give it up...his name is Wa...

5300 Vivec Wilderness
Cottage Cheats MMH 18-9191 Mgs0008b221 2004-02-11

A Vvardenfell noble has recently been evicted from his home, barely N of Vivec (between the Boat and Silt Strider
Port), and it is free for the taking.     It has a bedroom, a Display/Training Room and the first floor has a little of

everything, not to mention the barkeep ...

5299 Vivec Teleporter Cheats MMH 18-8330 jombeewoof 2005-05-03 When you walk on the bridge to Vivec Foreign Quarter on your left you'll see a barrel, in this barrel is a stone. Equip
the stone to be teleported to any one of the cantons or the mages guild. It is simply for convenience.

5298 Vivec Mages Guild
Offices Cheats MMH 18-8838 Cheyenne 2003-05-15 Creates an addition to the Vivec Guild of Mages that adds an office-laboratory suite, bedchamber, exhibit hall,

storage room, wine cellar and a Hall with doors that lead to various places in Vvardenfell.

5297 Vivec Abode Cheats MMH 18-7415 Ravensong 2002-09-27
A comfortable little apartment tucked away in the Vivec Foreign Quarter Canalworks. inamed "Vivec, Abode") The
entrance is between the healer and the tomb    . Although the apartment is fully decorated with plenty of storage

space, there is no loot except for lots of books...

5296 Vampire Starter Set Cheats MMH 18-10051 DeViant 2005-07-28 This mod puts in a barrel in Seyda Neen with loads of equipment and stuff.  See readme for everything contained
here.

5295 Vampire Robe Cheats MMH 18-11383 Alkrodion 2007-07-16
Adds a robe which covers your body in shade making you hard to see. The result is that you arent hit by light and
not seen as a vampire. In other words you aren't effected by sun damage and people dont see you as a vampire. If

you want them to see you as a vampire you must remove the robe. ...

5294 Vampire Ring Cheats MMH 18-7468 D.K 2002-06-06 Adds a ring to the Barrel outside the Census office. It makes you a vampire with all the advantages and
disadvantages.

5293 Vampire Reborn Cheats MMH 18-2494 Unknown 2009-04-24

5292 Vampire HQ Warp
doors Cheats MMH 18-8157 Luke W 2004-09-05 Puts 3 doors near the Balmora SiltStrider that warp to each of the Vampire Main head quarters

5291 Vampire Empire Cheats MMH 18-10027 Genghis Kahn 2005-07-02 Adds alot to the Tharys Ancestral tomb, makes it perfect for a vampire to begin his (her) vampire empire.

5290 Vampire Combo Cheats MMH 18-7389 Randy H. 2002-05-28
This plugin adds vampires and a couple other things.    Races  DayWalker: A vampire that can walk in the day and
can talk to people.  You can play the normal game with this guy  Vampire: Your regular ol vampire that cant talk to

people and makes ...

5289 Vampire Clans Ring Cheats MMH 18-7660 Wedge 2004-06-17
Yet Another Vampire Ring similar in purpose to previous mods, but my own attempt at providing the same in a
simpler package.    Single ring provides tranformation into each of the 3 clans when equipped, with relevant

bonuses and levitation acess, transformation back when u...

5288 Vampire Blood Cheats MMH 18-7711 DarkLordSigma 2004-07-04
Like many Morrowind players, I'm dissapointed to not be able to become a Vampire after completing the main quest
(my Bosmer's disease resistanse is up to 175%).  Which is why I bring you this mod.      This mod adds 3 new items;

Vial of Aundae Blood, Vial...

5287 Valenvaryon Candle Cheats MMH 18-1529 RWH 2009-04-06           ValenvaryonCandle v1.1 Index: 1. Installation 2. Playing the Plugin 3. Notes 4. Credits<...

5286 Vagara's Merchants
Mod Cheats MMH 18-9706 Ben Vagara 2004-08-05

This simple little plug-in has 2 parts    1) it increases the gold some NPCs have for barter and trade    2) it adds 2
new merchants.      Having completed Morrowind's main quest a few times, the most difficult part was selling all the

st...

5285 Utility Belt of Flight Cheats MMH 18-2500 Unknown 2009-04-24

5284 Useful beast race Cheats MMH 18-7421 Society 2002-06-03
This mod adds some skills to the argonian and khajiit races to compensate for their lack of boots and full helms. The

adjustments are balenced and WILL NOT make your beast character an uber god.    Argonians get a small
swimming speed boost and they can always breathe wate...

5283 under water tresure
trove Cheats MMH 18-12577 Penderrin909 2008-03-03

All this simple mod does is add a building under where the ship is in the beginning. in the room is some chests of all
of the armor and weapons in the game. there is also a table full of all of my personal favorite weapons. i know that

there is already a mod like this for oblivion but not for mor...

5282 Ultimate Things Cheats MMH 18-12018 thebosslordkingster 2012-11-21
This mod creates a few weapons and a npc and 2 rings. God's sword: uses the nordic broadsword apearence and
makes it a ultmately strong sword find in the barrel where you find fargoths ring God's Bow: uses the longbow

apearence and makes it ultimate ...

5281 Ultimate Gear Cheats MMH 18-2496 Unknown 2009-04-24

5280 Ultimate Cheat Cheats MMH 18-13371 Kodman91 aka
the_avenger 2009-04-12 Ultimate Cheats by KodMan91       info...   this is just for newbies of morrowind it adds a barrel in balmora that gives

you something nice   and it boosts your skill learning...       hope yall enjoy it 8D

5279 UberArmor
Evaluation Cheats MMH 18-11586 EvilSpanker 2007-10-09

This mod is a simple evaluation mod, asking for feedback on my overly Uber Armor that I plan to place in Dungeons
that I'm still working on. Remember that this is an evaluation, and as suggestions are made, tweaks will be made.

Also: This is meant to be Uber. If you are a cheater-hater who has do...

5278 Travel Essentials Cheats MMH 18-9130 Scott, Matt 2004-01-21
In Seyda Neen  (Excise Office),there's a note from an experienced traveler. It contains some clues  where to find the
Essential Clothing for traveling.    There is a SCUBA belt for Water Breathing & Swift Swim,  a Jet Pack for Levitate

and Speed Bo...

5277 Trader Creeper Cheats MMH 18-7462 Kicker 2002-06-05

5276 Totally Unbalanced Cheats MMH 18-8305 Daniele 2002-08-08
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5274 ToddTestZone
(Updated) Cheapy Cheats MMH 18-2025 Cheapy 2009-04-06 This adds the ToddTest and Character Item Wonder Land. You can get to ToddTest from the Balmora Fighter's Guild

Training Room. This also adds some nice Birthsigns.

5273 Todd Test Fix Cheats MMH 18-2491 Unknown 2009-04-24

5272 Tito the super
merchant Cheats MMH 18-11238 maddog321 2007-05-13

This is Tito- the super merchant. he has full glass armor (which may be unbalancung for thieves) and he has an
abnormal amount of strength (hes level 99999) and you should not face him unless you are cheating. also i added

the paladin class 'cuase i thought morrowind should have it NOTE: I DO NOT...

5271 Thieves Garb
Revised Cheats MMH 18-9761 Aaron Falis 2004-09-09

Mod adds a full suit of Bal Molagmer clothes which, when all worn togather including the gloves;  grants the
wearer: +100 speed, +10 sanctuary, +10 int, +10 sneak, and +10 security.     I made this addon because I dislike

'glowy' enchanted clothes, especally f...

5270 TheAxesOfTrueDeath Cheats MMH 18-5110 Unknown 2009-05-12 This mod adds five heavily enchanted Daedric Battle Axes to the town of Seyda Neen.

5269 The Uberific mod Cheats MMH 18-2487 Unknown 2009-04-24

5268 THE Staff mod! Cheats MMH 18-9736 Sylon 2004-08-22
I know there a are a lot of mods that add staffs, change them, or make them easily accessible but by far this beats

the ones I've seen.     This includes new staffs, completly balanced, for those who always wanted to be a staff
weilding caster or monk or friar etc. Pretty muc...

5267 The Source Cheats MMH 18-9153 pospi 2004-01-26
The Source is a custom staff with a new model and animated textures. While other cheat plugins simply give the

player ridiculous items and take away the fun of the game, "The Source? aims to provide multiple levels of cheating
ability whilst still keeping gameplay enjoyable.     It give...

5266 The Soul Reaver Cheats MMH 18-7648 PeeWee 2004-06-11
Adds The Soul Reaver sword in the middle of Vivec, Arena Pit.    Its a VERY powerful sword and it might unbalance

the game...but if u have fun that dosen't matter (atleast i think so!)    This is my first mod so please gimme
suggestions and feedback Ponte_10...

5265 The Plane of Shadow Cheats MMH 18-7446 JohnB 2002-06-27

5264 The Lute of Xavier Cheats MMH 18-8119 Dale French 2002-06-28

5263 The Leaf Cutter Cheats MMH 18-9516 ImpTaimer 2004-04-19
"A sword made from a mysterious leaf plucked off of a tree in the Far East. The smith soon  feared the worst as his
skin began to turn to bark. Whomsoever should wield this vile  weapon will be cursed with the pain of the "tree" it

was created from. To rid himself and �...

5262 The Lance Mod Cheats MMH 18-7666 Sylon 2005-02-26
Spears now circulate about Morrowind that differ from those there before. The spears are heavier, slower and

stronger, holding within them the ability to easily knock down, or kill an opponent. A new class of fighters called the
"Lancer" has arisen with the coming of these spears. F...

5261
The GoD MoD -
Alternate Game

Ending
Cheats MMH 18-7793 martini60 2003-09-16

This Mod adds a totally new alternate ending to the game for the player to follow if they wish.. The new ending will
result in the player becoming a God and receive a whole load of power, a full explanation of the changes made is

included in the Readme    This Mod does not...

5260 The Four Rings Of
Gods Cheats MMH 18-9066 Robert Wood 2004-01-05 This mod will add four powerful rings, forged by elder gods. Read the readme file it will tell you how to find the

rings..

5259 The Claws Cheats MMH 18-7383 Frank Myer 2002-05-28
Unzip, check to make sure your current save game is not in Balmora's Armorer shop, then enable the plugin and

play.    Check your local Balmora's Armorer for the Claws. Rumor has it that another more powerful Dragon Claws
exist elsewhere in Vvardenfell. :)

5258 The Charms of
Aqueous Cheats MMH 18-8408 codewolf 2002-09-17 ! This is designed for mid to high level characters. Just ask around about the latest rumours - someone should

mention some goings on near Gnisis...

5257 The Best Merchant Cheats MMH 18-11070 morrothain 2007-02-18
This adds one merchant, and updates another.    I was tired of not being able to sell my daedric weapons, so i

updated the creeper so he had a LOT more money - also added a naked Nord called Morrothain to the game, he sells
all the best armor in the game.   ...

5256 The Badass Birthsign Cheats MMH 18-15135 TheDrunkenMudcrab 2014-01-06
Sick of every single new game, having to pick a new birthsign, which seems to become obsolete mid-to-late game?

The "Tower" just not as useful as it once was? Well, let me introduce you to the BADASS birthsign! Big name
celebrities like Arnold Schwarzenegger, Vin Diesel, Sylvester Stallone, Clint...

5255 The Ancients Cheats MMH 18-10182 bukowski 2005-10-15
This mod adds three swords, called the ancients, and the swords each hold one of the elements, fire, ice, and

electricity. You will find the first one in a barrel by the silt strider in seyda neen, in the barrel you will also find a
note that will help you find the second ancient.

5254 Test Chargen
Ultimate Cheats MMH 18-14144 Zerozil!!! 2010-10-27

(NOT FOR PURISTS THIS IS FOR TEST CHARS AND CHEATS)   This mod puts tons of stuff in the chargen place
(census exice office)   including an item or 2 that dosnt exhist   new item enchants can be seen in the screens.     ps

if you read the note i ...

5253 Telvanni Manor in
Tel Branora Cheats MMH 18-8435 Ravensong 2002-09-27

A lovely Telvanni manor house at the entrance of Tel Branora,  this dwelling offers nicely decorated accomodations
which include a a truly quaint master bedroom with adjacent library/laboratory, a dining area, and a storage room

with very generous size chests    This ...

5252 Teleport Ring Cheats MMH 18-5884 eidolon 2011-10-08
Name: Teleport Ring Filename: ring_teleport1.3.zip Description: Ring allows Teleportation to 56 game locations.

Ring found in Balmora, Council Club basement bedroom on a shelf by a box. - Game version 1.2 compatible. - Ring
acts like a book - it is not equipp...

5251 Tel Uvirith Transport Cheats MMH 18-5513 Big Chief 2009-06-06
Tel Uvirith Transport by Big Chief Description: This plugin adds a ring that will teleport you to Tel Uvirith when

equipped. Find the ring on the steps in front of Meldor: Armorer in Balmora. req: Morrowind only
============ 20090...

5250 supercheatermod Cheats MMH 18-2505 Lord Acid_Blue 2009-04-24 My First Mod... Combined these mods:                 D'agekin                 3S Mannequin                  Maormer       &...

5249 Super-Enchantable
Rings Cheats MMH 18-12523 13thgamer 2008-02-09

Are you tired of lugging around stuff that you want to enchant, but it wont hold a good enchantment? Well, this adds
5 Super-Enchantable Rings to a small chest right when you come into ra'virr's in Balmora. Use them to have ever-

lasting Dudes (summonable things) when you equip it. Or you can do a...

5248 Super Easy Start Cheats MMH 18-12632 BIONICA 2008-03-29 Adds the dragon rider's armour and weapons to the center of seyda neen with ALOT of gold!!!!!!!!!!!!! My very first
mod. They program up so fast... (Sniff) My first cheat mod. Enjoy...

5247 Super Creeper Cheats MMH 18-5514 Black Vault 2009-06-06
Please note: This mod was transferred from Gamer's Roam after the site's closure. No information was included, so
this note containing some basic information about the mod has been added as a courtesy to mod users. -------------------

...

5246 Sunkenhouse 0809 Cheats MMH 18-3715 Unknown 2009-05-12 Sunken house off Seyda Neen.

5245 Summon Trader Cheats MMH 18-9399 Lord Anubis 2004-05-03 Adds a ring in the Census office that will summon a trader that will buy/sell anything.  Fix, trader will now disaper
when you leave the cell.

5244 Suber Uber Kinuber
Start (Ultra cheap) Cheats MMH 18-11163 Sty2000 2007-04-01

This is my first (published) mod that I have taken to making.  I have yet to get a program that can make meshes, and
still need training in scripting, but I found a way to make the game I found too hard a little easier on the death rate

so to speak... you get a robe which allows you to breat...

5243 Stormbringer &
Mournblade Cheats MMH 18-6179 Leperking 2008-04-01

Title: Stormbringer & Mournblade   Creator: Leperking   Email:
[url=mailto:wherefishesgo@twcny.rr.com[/img]wherefishesgo@twcny.rr.com[/url]   Type: Weapon/armor addition  

Description: As per a request from my older brother, I've made Stormbringer and M...

5242 Stephen's Creeper
Upgrade Cheats MMH 18-11502 sjones321 2007-09-07

This is my first mod. It updates the Creeper in Caldera. It makes it so that he will pretty much buy everything and
has 500k instead of 5k.     Also I edited Ajira in the Balmora, Guild of Mages to let you fast travel directly to Creeper.

To finish it all off Creeper will tra...

5241 Star Wars - Jedi
Knight Academy Cheats MMH 18-8619 Nick Skywalker 2003-01-15

Features of JKA v1.12: -All the cool features of JKA beta 1 (new characters, like Luke Skywalker, new races, like
Gamoreans and Bothans, new classes, like Jedi, new weapons, like lightsabers and Gamorean Battle Axes, and new

clothes for Jedi! -New weapons, l E-11 Blaster R...

5240 Staff Seller Cheats MMH 18-7844 gorak 2003-11-01
In this mod a new npc merchant has come to Arrile's Tradehouse in Seyda Neen -  you'll  notice her  3 new staffs...a

new set of clothes  some scrolls ....spells....soulgems....enchanter...spellmaker     the clothes are rather pricey so
you...

5239 Spuzzum's Starting
Equipment v1.0 Cheats MMH 18-2504 Spuzzum 2009-04-24 Decks out the character with basic starting equipment when leaving the Census and Excise Office (you'll meet

someone there). This makes getting on your feet a little easier, taking care not to make anything overpowered.

5238 Spirited
Encumbrance Cheats MMH 18-13364 Spirited Treasure 2009-04-08 This is a mod that raises your encumbrance to 50 x your weight, instead of the measly 5 X that you get unmodded.  

  Is this mod a cheat? YEP. Do I care? NO.     Do what you wish with this mod. It took me all of 4 seconds to make.

5237 Spell Effects Matrix Cheats MMH 18-7792 Asmodian 2005-03-02
This mod creates 18 new spells which are completely useless but act as a spell effect  matrix: once you purchase

them you have all spell effects for Morrowind, Tribunal and Bloodmoon. All the spells can be purchased in the
Balmora mages guild from the lady that operates the tra...
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5236 Speed Tweak Cheats MMH 18-9902 Stabbey_the_Clown 2005-07-25 I was sick and tired of being forced to use a cheat ring just to get up to a decent speed. This mod  changes that
 update now fixes  player,  creature and projectile speeds selectable via 3 esps.   Please see readme for info.      ...

5235 Soultrap Arrows Cheats MMH 18-8596 Lonnie 2002-12-27
These are soultrap arrows and bolts which youcan buy them from Ra'virr the Trader in Balmora.    All you need is
some soul gems in your inventory and just fire away. Anything you can get with the regular spell you can trap with

these arrows.  They don't come c...

5234 Soul Reaver (2) Cheats MMH 18-7725 Matt_Elven_Blade 2005-03-02 Adds an unenchanted blade that is very difficult to find, and a short unlisted quest surrounding it, i.e. you will get no
journal entries but it does do something. at the end you will get the fully enchanted uber-sword, Soul Reaver.

5233 Soul Reaver Cheats MMH 18-9781 Adam 2004-09-24 Adds the Soul Reaver to Morrowind, check readme for details.

5232 Soul Drinker Cheats MMH 18-8715 StormCloudGuy 2003-03-24
In the mountains southeast of balmora, there is a cave where you may come across a sword, the Sould Drinker.  

This sword is immensly powerful, however, this power come at a price. The sword is cursed. It will feed off your soul
as long as you have it with you, and when held in...

5231 Sort-of Cheats Cheats MMH 18-7534 Bill Richards 2005-02-13
A new band of smugglers is operating around the Bitter Coast Region, and they're dealing in some very interesting

items.    A recent shipment was lost in the swamp north of Seyda Neen...    This mod adds several weapons and
items to the game that fortify skil...

5230 Slugmonkey's
Weapon pack Cheats MMH 18-9252 Slugmonkey 2004-02-23

This is my first ever mod, it creates new weapons, all available at the pawnbroker in Balmora.    Kwama egg flash
grenades....Frag Grenades....Cattle Prod(not my original idea)....  Plate blades (throwing stars essentially)....Rolling

pin....Throwing chairs....B...

5229 Skill Ease Cheats MMH 18-9255 GodsLastPsychic 2004-02-23
This mod makes it a little easier to advance in certain skills that I felt took my characters WAY too long to get better

at.    It simply increases the number of skill points that each "success" gives you.  Don't download it if you don't
want to feel like you're ...

5228 Skill 'em Up! Cheats MMH 18-6343 Z4kW0lf 2009-11-29
It's a simple mod that makes the skills(not all,though) to grow up MUCH MUCH MUCH faster.   5 sword hits= 1
skillup   5 spell casts(only some schools)= 1 skillup   Easy:)   WAIT WAIT WAIT...No it's not a cheat:P   Because i

found that leveling in ...

5227 Skeleton Key Plus Cheats MMH 18-2509 Unknown 2009-04-24

5226 Silverware Cheats MMH 18-9945 Liftedplane 2005-06-19
This mod changes the silver weapons in Morrowind, to be actual silver weapons, with the silver weapon attribute

selected. It also adds a room in Balmora's South Wall Corner Club which holds all these new silver weapons as well
as some items not found in the game (they can be fou...

5225 Sieben Meilen Stiefel Cheats MMH 18-7444 Simon poet
Finkenstaedt 2002-06-03

Sieben Meilen Stiefel is german for seven mile boots.    Adds a pair of boots that makes you fast and allows you
enormous jumps. Great to explore the isle quick and easy. Not intended for gameplay but for fun. Be Spiderman.   

The boots can be found in Seyda Neen...

5224 Sheogorath's Top Cheats MMH 18-8453 GBT3E 2002-10-02
Sheogorath has awarded his servant Big Head with a unique and powerfull spinning top. No one knows for sure

what this strange relic is capable of. It has been rumored that it can control a persons perception of time itself - may
be capable of much more.  Find this in Big Head&#...

5223 Shakti's Book of
Secrets Cheats MMH 18-10357 Shakti 2006-01-19

This plug-in places a new book in the game which contains a large amount of useful reference information and
spoiler information:     *  A list of all fast travel routes (siltstrider, boat, gondola, mages guild, temple recall points

(Almsivi Intervention) and Cult recall...

5222 Shabbad Cheats MMH 18-8887 Azzhazel 2003-05-31 This plugin adds a new race :Shabbad, a little quest, a new weapon (Long blade), a new potion and some new
dialogue with journal entries. See readme for info.

5221 Seyda Neen Graves Cheats MMH 18-8674 Dragonkin 2005-05-20
This is an update of the Balmora Graves mod, only this time it's bigger and has been moved to an isle off the coast of
Seyda Neen, which is accessible via a landbridge (thank you GTA for the idea). Also there is a little graffiti from the

Dreamers and a skeleton in the lake hold...

5220 Secret Cave/Lotus
Blade Cheats MMH 18-7411 SHiO 2002-05-30

5219 Secret Basement Cheats MMH 18-8984 Cold Shiver 2003-09-04
1 House in Balmora, Caldera, Ald-Ruhn and Vivec they all lead to the same house ....very handy...so you can go in at

Balmora go out at Vivec....sounds great doesn't it? It has a ring to teleport back home too and it can recall. Some
problems have been fixed in this update. �...

5218 Secret Areas v1.0 Cheats MMH 18-1760 Martini60 2009-04-06
Secret Areas - README V1.0 Hidden Morrowind Made using patched (1.1.0605) version of Morrowind. Tribunal or
Bloodmoon not required. http://homepage.ntlworld.com/maartin/plugins/ 1. Installation 2. Getting Started 3. File

Destinations 4. Modifi...

5217 Secret Areas Cheats MMH 18-2507 Martini60 2009-04-24
Have a look at the parts of Vvardenfell you were never meant to see, get there through a door on the ground floor of

Caldera, Governor's Hall (the big building up the steps in Caldera) Contact Author - maartin@ntlworld.com Made
with patched morrowind

5216 Scarfaces Shop of
Rare Items Cheats MMH 18-9589 Predator 2004-07-07

This mod creates a shop in Suran near the temple wich allows you to purchase all high end items such as secret
master lockpicks, and probes.  Exceptional potions and high end weapons.  Now you can buy all the godly healing

potions you need instead of being stuck with stand...

5215 Saxon mod Cheats MMH 18-9225 jhewitt 2004-02-19
If you like the feeling of towering over your foes and smiting them, then this is the mod for you. It creates a new

race and class with skins borrowed from the Nord class    RACE: - The Saxon,  hardy warriors are built for battle not
spell casting and historically set...

5214 Sapphire Daedric
Claymore Cheats MMH 18-8075 555666 2003-08-02

Adds a weapon somewhere in Balmora Mages Guild.  This is my second mod now, this mod again is for a "lady"
character. It contains a retextured Daedric Claymore, colours of blue and purple. I would still like your feedback if

you have the time to write it, thx.

5213 Sandman101Spells Cheats MMH 18-10941 Sandman101 2006-12-22
A very small mod that adds several spells to the game that make it easier for mod testing and for a longtime player
to aquire basic spells on a new caracter.     Cleaned with testool and only 1 item was added in game so it should not

affect anything     ...

5212 S-R-H's PC Start
Clothes Cheats MMH 18-7700 Scumbag-R-Hire 2004-07-06

This mod includes 6.esps that will change your PC's start clothing to any of the common clothing that came with
Tribunal or Bloodmoon.    Note: Do not load multiple of these at a time. You'll either get a CTD, or a bucketload of

clothes in your inventory.

5211 Runestone Cheats MMH 18-2493 Murlin 2009-04-24
Teleport to 67 locations. If you would like to see more mods of this caliber, take a few seconds to click your paypal

link and donate something to runestone@cox.net. One dollar or whatever. This is a paypal account only, not an
email address.

5210 Robin Hood Cheats MMH 18-13244 Arthur 2009-02-09
Adds a helm to Morrowind that is like the Grey Cowl of Nocturnal in Oblivion, BUT BETTER!!!  It doesn't mess up.
 This mod makes a helmet in Seyda Neen (where you first start out) that when you put it on you get a wanted level

of 500 gold.  You can do all the crime you want and whe...

5209 RoadRunner Ring Cheats MMH 18-9855 Cherisu 2005-03-14
This adds a ring to the table in the census offic!e in Seyda Neen. This ring gives a boost in Spped, Athletics and

Acrobatics, as well as "water breathing ability". It could be used as cheat or just "fun-mod", but is intended to be an
additional utility for play-testing newly create...

5208 Rings of Roan V1.0
Clean Cheats MMH 18-2484 Unknown 2009-04-24

5207 Rings of Roan Cheats MMH 18-7814 Soar182 2003-10-01
This plug in adds: one Npc (Roan)  in Ebonheart. who sells 9 rings.    Well Wisher -- Restore Magicka 20 pts. per

cast  Fortitude -- Restore Magicka 30 pts. per cast  Tempest -- Restore Magicka 50 pts. per cast  Spirit -- Constant
Effe...

5206 Rings of Life-Power Cheats MMH 18-2498 Unknown 2009-04-24

5205 Rings of Level
Playing Cheats MMH 18-7219 Princess Stomper 2012-08-05

Takes Grumpys instant level 20 script and attaches it to choice of 9 rings - level 10 thief, level 10 mage, level 10
guard; level 20 thief, level 20 sorceror, level 20 guard; level 50 post-Main Quest Nerevarine, level 50 Post-Tribunal,

Level 50 post-Bloodmoon. Instantly have the stats, equipment,...

5204 ring teleport1.3 Cheats MMH 18-2511 eidolon 2009-04-24 Ring allows Teleportation to 56 game locations. Ring found in Balmora, Council Club basement bedroom on a shelf
by a box. v1.3

5203 Ring of weightless
touch Cheats MMH 18-13680 Delophreaus 2009-09-21

This is a very VERY simple addition to the game (and a very big cheat to boot) but there is nothing here that anyone
and I mean ANYONE with the CS and a few minutes on their hands could not do.     NO READ ME! just open the

.7zip and put the .esp into the Morrowind data files...

5202 Ring of Teleportation Cheats MMH 18-7399 Kevin Tuttle 2002-05-29
Do you hate to walk everywhere?  I know I do, especially in a game like Morrowind where a lot of the quests are

mostly walking back and forth from one city to another.  So, using the Construction Set, I've created The Teleport
Master to get you where you want to go. &#...

5201 Ring Of
Teleportation Cheats MMH 18-9038 Dubious/MrMooMoo 2003-12-22

This is a re-work of Dubious' mod, copying the script & removing all cities/places not found in regular morrowind.
All credit to Dubious, just changed it to work for regular morrowind. On table striaght ahead of you when you enter

south wall in balmora.



Id Name Category Site Link Author Date Description

5200 Ring of Supernatural
Agility Cheats MMH 18-8492 Jebral 2002-10-28

The ring gives the following bonuses: +75 to speed, +40 to jump, and +3 to slowfall.    This just makes it to where
you can jump onto some roofs, across the river in the middle of Balmora, and you run at a slightly more brisk pace. I

myself wouldn't say that it is game breaking.

5199 Ring of Rodrom
Quest Cheats MMH 18-8852 Cerpher 2003-06-04

This mod adds a cave in an undesclosed location that contains theRing of Rodrom. To find the location of the cave
entrance visit Jobasha's Rare Bookstore in Vivec and look on the crate by his desk. You can read it, buy it, or steal it.

If you don't like my writing the clues ...

5198 Ring of Night Vision Cheats MMH 18-9342 Hendy 2004-03-14 A simple ring for your adventures in the dark caves. A constant and strong effect of Night-Eye will make your
dungeon/cave romps a bit easier. The ring is inside a barrel next to the Silt Strider in Balmora.

5197 Ring of Infinite
Protection Cheats MMH 18-9708 BurningFox 2004-08-22

Rumors around Vvardenfel have spread that a legendary ring has fallen into the hands of the Vivec Mages Guild.
Other rumors say that the key has been misplaced and even the greatest of security masters attempts at opening

the chest that contains the ring has been futile. Anybody tha...

5196 Ring of Dagger
Bound Cheats MMH 18-7730 Soadia 2005-08-15 Creates a ring of CE Bound Dagger just outside of Vivec beside the bridge.    Nothing else, just a small simple mod.

 My first actually :)

5195
Ring of Apocalypse
and the Hands of

God
Cheats MMH 18-11161 Maulton 2007-03-31

Ever just want to kill every one in a town at once? Or heal you and your companions at the same time? Well here's
your chance.    When you go and buy my ring and gauntlets, you will be able to act as a god in a sense (note don't

try to kill the merchant)   ...

5194 Ring o' Teleportation Cheats MMH 18-7469 Zifnab 2002-06-17
Creates a ring called "Ring o'Teleportation" for travel to: Balmora, Ald'ruhn, Sadrith Mora, or Vivec.    Item is meant
purely for convenience of time saved by using it instead of Recall or an Intervention to get to a city, then use further

modes of game travel onc...

5193 Richer Creeper v1.0 Cheats MMH 18-5883 Lupis Noctum 2011-10-08
Richer Creeper  v1.0 by Lupis Noctum lupis_noctum@yahoo.com August 20th, 2002 - Unzip to your data files folder
and activate the Richer Creeper plugin. All this does is makes life a little easier by giving Creeper 50K instead of the

paltry 5k ...

5192 richer creeper Cheats MMH 18-2490 Lupis Noctum 2009-04-24 Just makes Creeper have a little more cash to play with. Works with saves.

5191 Rich Trader Cheats MMH 18-8841 Mr Chocobo 2003-05-15 A nord trader in balmora outside the pawnbroker, super rich and buys everything.,

5190 Rich Scamp Cheats MMH 18-9233 Mort 2004-02-20
Creeper the Scamp  (on the 2nd floor of Ghorak Manor in Caldera ) now has 1,000,000 Gold to barter with and there
is nothing he will not buy from you    A simple patch but it means that you don't have to do any creative selling with

him anymore.

5189 Rich RaZihd Cheats MMH 18-2503 Stormscape 2009-04-24 Makes Ra'Zihd very rich and adds two new items for sale: chain coif and Imperial Greaves. Ra'Zihd buys everything
and has 100K gold.

5188 Rich Man Cheats MMH 18-2508 Unknown 2009-04-24

5187 Rich Creeper Cheats MMH 18-9040 Arem 2004-01-05 Gives Creeper 200k, makes selling easier.

5186 Realism Cheats MMH 18-9830 Kellros 2004-10-13
Meant to be no cheating mod to replace those item mods.  This mod runs in the background, so it will hardly be

noticed. Also will add no effect icons in the bottom right corner.    [list]Health Regeneration depending on certain
stats Magicka Regeneration dependi...

5185 Real Volendrung Cheats MMH 18-9798 Aaron Falis 2004-09-23
This is a very simple addon - just adds effects to the hammer Volendrung to make it match it's description in lore:   

"The Hammer of Might, Volendrung is said to have been created by the Dwarves of the now abandoned clan of
Rourken, hundreds of years before they disap...

5184 Real Armor Chest Cheats MMH 18-7418 Matthew W. Aaron 2002-05-31
This Plug-In adds a full set of unchanged Daedric, Glass, Ebony, Indoril, Orchish Armor to the game.     The armor is
in a chest in Trader Ra'Virr's shop in Balmora. Go to the back of the main floor and on the left you will see a chest

sitting on a crate and anothe...

5183 Ragnarock - The
Shady Traider Cheats MMH 18-8636 Gara Attila 2003-01-26 This plugin adds an NPC (Ragnarock - The Shady Traider) near the "Lucky Lockup" in Balmora     This plugin should

be bug free. To my knowledge, it should not conflict with any other existing mods.

5182 Quest for
Cluttermonkey Cheats MMH 18-10636 omer135 2006-06-22

This is a quest mod that takes you to the secret areas of the game : Toddtest, Character Stuff Wonderland and
Clutter Warehouse    Your final task is to find and kill the clutter warehouse owners.    Start the quest by talking to

one of the guards about "latest ru...

5181 pwnagekit Cheats MMH 18-2499 Unknown 2009-04-24

5180 Prized Possession Cheats MMH 18-8122 Dale French 2002-06-28

5179 Pretty Fancy Cheat
Rings 1.0 Cheats MMH 18-12019 Abaraxas 2012-11-21 Adds a small chest to "Seyda Neen, Census and Excise Office" containing some "cheat" rings. (Author's Note: THIS

PLUGIN REQUIRES THE LATEST VERSION OF DADUKE`S AMULETS AND RINGS (2.1a AFAIK))

5178 Perdition Rebuilt
(Alpha) Cheats MMH 18-12544 Stickman0 2008-02-18

This mod takes the old Fort Perdition mod by Lord Indoril Nerevar, and fixes it. However, it is still in beta. My
readme is much more detailed, and includes a guide to the quest. A summary of the mod:     The player embarks on

a quest to reach Fort Perdition, home of many che...

5177 Pandy's Cheats Cheats MMH 18-11568 The Pand 2007-09-28
This was originally made so that I could test my other mods, because I can never remember the commands and I
keep losing the bits of paper with them written on. Then a friend suggested I should add some more features and

upload it, so here ya' go.     Adds an NPC named 'Cheek...

5176 Pandora, the
merchant Cheats MMH 18-8968 Lord Proteus 2003-08-14

Adds an Uber Merchant named Pandora to the lower floor of the South Wall Cornerclub in Balmora.  She will buy
anything you have - better than the Creeper, since she has   999,999,999 gold on her.  She will also repair armor

and weapons, enchant stuff, and help with sp...

5175 Palace of Power Cheats MMH 18-3619 Unknown 2009-05-12
This adds a new building along with some very powerful armor and a sword. plus there is a very rich guy who knows
very good spells. Look for the door in the rocks on the right as you enter Gnsis, it is hidden so look good. This plugin

will unbalance the game a lot.

5174 OrlopRat's Cheat
Stuff Cheats MMH 18-15569 OrlopRat 2017-08-22

OrlopRat's Cheat Stuff This is a little package of mods I've been using in my game through the years. They are all
cheats in some way. There are probably other mods that do the same things, but these are mine, and I like them.

I've been playing Morrowind for a long time now, and these are th...

5173 Ordinator Non-
Attack Cheats MMH 18-8113 Yogel 2005-02-01 Simply edits the script causing the ordinators to attack you when you walk around in Indoril Armour.

5172 Nord House Mod Cheats MMH 18-11362 Raziel23x 2007-07-10
The Nord House is a pretty subterranen cottage, consisting of 3 layers, Main, Armoury and the Lower section.  

Look at the north side of the cliffs east of balmora.   This house is located to the north east of Balmora. It features
everything anyone could need during the game, ...

5171 Nocturnal Cheats MMH 18-6845 Skooma Modder 2012-02-09
-Play As the Daedric Prince Nocturnal with god-like powers!   -Visit a section of The Evergloam, Nocturnal's

shadowy realm.   -Have three Nightingales, ready to transport you to Balmora, Vivec, Fort Frostmouth, Ebonheart,
Firewatch, Helnim, Port Telvannis, and The Melethi Ligh...

5170 No sun Damage Cheats MMH 18-12581 Daedralord Mitch 2008-03-04 Makes all Vampires immune to sun damage. In other words, it makes the negative effect of the vampires go away.
enjoy your fun in the sun!

5169
No more Skill

requirements For
Factions

Cheats MMH 18-14126 MoneyBags01 2010-10-16
Are you tried of finishing quests to advance in a faction only to find out you one or two (or more) skills to advance?
Well now you don't have to, with this mod you could advance with o skills (good luck with the rest of game if you

have 0 skills though)play tested and clean of GMSTS. No pics bec...

5168 No Hlaalu Guards Cheats MMH 18-373 Unknown 2009-04-06
Please note: This mod was transferred from Gamer's Roam after the site's closure. No information was included, so
this note containing some basic information about the mod has been added as a courtesy to mod users. -------------------

...

5167 NJA-REMIX Cheats MMH 18-11639 Deamun 2007-11-12
This is a cheat for the Naruto Joniun Armor by Michelle. (Meshes by Braddock) If you like me I couldn't find the ship
were the armor was supposed to be. So I placed a chest with the stuff in it in Adrille's Tradehouse. Its located in the

top bedroom for the something and other. Its called "Deamun...

5166 Nice Clothes Cheats MMH 18-9471 Thomas Hardy 2005-04-16 I was just sick of the clothes you begin with so I put some nice stuff in the Seyda Neen lighthouse in a barrel at the
top of the stairs.

5165 New Scrolls Cheats MMH 18-9299 Campbell 2004-03-01 Adds an NPC in the Vivec Mage's Guild who has some new scrolls to sell.

5164 New Beginnings 4 Cheats MMH 18-11644 Tshultze 2007-11-15
This is the latest edition of the New Beginnings Mod.     New beginnings is a mod that adds a few goodies to the

Char Gen area of Seyda Neen. Also its probably best if you start a new game with this mod running to see the full
effects.     WARNING: this m...

5163 New Arrows Cheats MMH 18-8281 intelligentsia 2002-07-28

5162 Mystic Gates Cheats MMH 18-7598 Blackened 2004-06-01 Tired of trudging around Solsteim? This Mod adds a new cell containing portals to the 4 major locations of solsteim
and 1 for Balmora so you dont have to go boat-hopping to get back to the civilized world of Vvardenfel.
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5161 Mysterious Cube
Thing Cheats MMH 18-12020 Soulreaverm 2012-11-21

A Mysterious Cube Thing appears in the Seyda Neen Census and Excise Office. Lying on the table beside Hrisskar's
dagger, this strange artifact provides a promise of power. But at what cost? None. This mod is basically my answer

to the annoying amount of time it takes to<...

5160 Mudcrab Door Cheats MMH 18-8229 PCC 2002-07-17

5159 Mr Big Cheats MMH 18-7363 Chris Rouillard 2002-05-28
This Mod adds a Travelling Merchant in Balmora named Mr. Big.  He sells no items, but carries a HUGE amount of
cash so that you can sell those big-money items. It also adds his bodyguard, Biff Tannen, an Orc Barbarian who will

take care of you if you try doing anything to Mr. Big.

5158 Mournhold Guest
House Cheats MMH 18-9351 Dark Raver 2004-03-18

Adds a new player home to Mournhold's Great Bazaar. It has a few high capacity chests and a Storm Atronach
Merchant with 15,000,000 gold.     It adds a few new weapons and other stuff that i created myself. Hope you enjoy.

Feedback would be appreciated.

5157
Morrowind
Weightless

Marksman Items
v1.0

Cheats MMH 18-12352 Ninjakreborn 2013-03-20
This mod simply makes all marksman related items weightless. This affects Arrows, Bolts, and Throwing items.

There are 3 ESP files included within this pack. Ideally you should only need/use one as using more than one would
be useless. The three ESP files are as follows:

5156
Morrowind
Weightless

Marksman Items
Cheats MMH 18-13614 ninjakreborn 2009-08-21

This mod simply makes all marksman related items weightless.  This affects Arrows, Bolts, and Throwing items.    
There are 3 ESP files included within this pack. Ideally you should only need/use one as using more than one would

be useless.     The t...

5155 Morrowind unlocked Cheats MMH 18-6298 Neocirus 2009-10-21
Morrowind Unlocked- Bloodmoon & Tribunal   by: Neocirus     This mod allows you to use all the heads and spells

that come with Morrowind. I did not add any meshes or textures or use anyone else's content.  I did however use the
content created by Bethesda S...

5154 Morrowind Toolkit
v2.0 Cheats MMH 18-14918 ManaUser 2013-08-17 This is a collection of scripts and spells which I find handy for testing mods. They can also be used as cheats or for

working around any bugs that crop up while playing. Requires either Tribunal OR Bloodmoon.

5153 Morrowind Save
Editor Cheats MMH 18-10522 jimkeir 2006-03-31

This will allow you to manually modify various elements of your Morrowind saved games, mainly skills, stats and
attributes. You can also view and partially modify your inventory.     Don't set things too high, you can easily jump

into orbit :)

5152 Morrowind Quests Cheats MMH 18-10116 Grail Quest 2005-09-14 This is a listing of all quests in Morrowind, Tribunal, and Bloodmoon, including location of quest giver, brief walk-
through of each quest, and miscellaneous notes and warnings about each quest.

5151 Morrowind Montage Cheats MMH 18-10115 Spectre5 2005-09-05
The magic of the legendary 80's training montage has finally come to Morrowind.  Now you too can become a

badass in just a few minutes without having to do all that tedious work.  This was originally intended to make testing
high level mods easier with a new character,...

5150
Morrowind Master
Cheat Sheet (Non

Excel Vers)
Cheats MMH 18-9385 Baphomet 2004-03-28

This version has been saved using the *.prn format, which maintains some of the formatting data of the original
Excel version, but can be read by Notepad.    You?ll also find more worksheets in this version, with more specific

breakdowns.      The MMCS v3.0 contains the f...

5149 Morrowind Fixes Cheats MMH 18-5527 Deathbliss 2009-06-07
Two fixes for Morrowind, in seperate and merged forms Master Slave Key....gives you a key in a small 100-lok chest
assigned to the owner of the Suran Slave Market that will unlock any slave bracer. This allows you to free any slave

in the game that has a normal slave script. The chest ...

5148 Morrowind Facelift
Project (BETA) Cheats MMH 18-331 Unknown 2009-04-06

Please note: This mod was transferred from Gamer's Roam after the site's closure. No information was included, so
this note containing some basic information about the mod has been added as a courtesy to mod users. -------------------

-

5147 Moon and Star ring Cheats MMH 18-9200 Apox 2004-02-11
This makes the Moon & Star ring more powerful, as it should be.  The ring is a tad unbalenced, but if its the

supposed most powerful ring, why isn't it?    Ring stats:  Resist  Blight desease 50%....Resist Magicka 40%....Resist
Common Desease 50%....Resi...

5146 Momoney Cheats MMH 18-7419 Threesixty 2002-06-04

5145 Molly Janes Store Cheats MMH 18-9733 Elric 2004-08-22
There is a new NPC Female Wood Elf that sells all standard items and weapons.  An extra shop in the Census office

basement for beginners wanting to stay in Seyda Neen a while.  Seyda Neen is my daughter's favorite place in
Morrowind.

5144 Mod Testers Kit Cheats MMH 18-10921 Chris Mosley 2006-12-12
This mod isnt suppost to help you complete the game. It simpley adds a box full of light armour to the Census and
Excise Office in Seyda neen. It also adds a sword with very high attack, its very hard to miss. The idea of this is for

mod testers who are seeing if a mod works 100 percent and dont ...

5143 Middle Earth Rings
of Power Plugin Cheats MMH 18-8952 BeckhamFC9 2003-06-29

I have added 3 Elvish Rings...7 Dwarf Rings...9 Rings of Mortal Man, and the One Ring of the Sauron.  The rings are
scattered around, and wont be easy to find...along your journey, you might discover one of the rings as Bilbo first

discovered the One Ring in The Hobbit, ( the ...

5142 Merchant Davis Sans Cheats MMH 18-8201 MysterD 2002-07-12

5141 Megacheats Cheats MMH 18-10591 James Fraser 2006-05-15
This mod adds several HUGE cheats to the palace room in Vivec: A doomsday arrow, a super-powerful club, two

power rings and a cure-all belt (yes, even corprus!)    This will HORRIBLY unbalance your game, so save any
existing games before use of this mod, because you WILL want to go back...

5140 Matt, The Outlander Cheats MMH 18-7959 The Blind Modder 2003-11-17
This is an Updated Version of "Matt The Outlander" who has been moved to Balmora.  but if you want services from

him you'll have to be a High-Ranking Telvanni (Master or Higher.)     Matt can Enchant, Repair, Make and Sell
Spells as well as Train your Character. M...

5139 Master Trainers List Cheats MMH 18-421 nublet 2009-04-06
Please note: This mod was transferred from Gamer's Roam after the site's closure. No information was included, so
this note containing some basic information about the mod has been added as a courtesy to mod users. -------------------

...

5138 Master Trainer
Teleport Ring Cheats MMH 18-8486 MX 2002-10-28 A simple ring that teleports you to each one of the master trainers in the game and includes my Medium Armor

Master Trainer fix.  See readme for info and ring location..   !

5137 master trainer tele Cheats MMH 18-2502 Mx 2009-04-24 teleports you to all master trainers

5136 Mark And Recall
Merchant Cheats MMH 18-13259 Dogan 2009-02-17

Adds a merchant in caldera mage guild tower that sells an edited version of mark and recall     Mark and Recall
[edited]   cost nothing and always succeeds     i put this in because i found it really hard to play legit, when im

always having to ...

5135 Magicka Balancer Cheats MMH 18-8068 Ben Pritchard 2005-11-07
This plugin helps balance magicka by doing the following:[list]  Increases the amount of total magicka  Every level

up magicka is increased by 20  the reflection abilities of daedra have been reduced  the weakness penalties of High-
Elf have been reduced[/list]

5134 Mage Armour Ring Cheats MMH 18-14180 nokshor 2010-12-23
Go to Sha-Adnius for a nice little piece of treasure.   It's just an exquisite ring with permanent Bound

Cuirass/Boots/Helm/Gloves/Mace/Shield.     Not sure how to take screenshots - It's floating above a rock as you
enter. Good for light-armour users. [b...

5133 LurchsMajicChest Cheats MMH 18-2483 Unknown 2009-04-24

5132 Luin's Nerevarine
Gateway room Cheats MMH 18-8049 Luin 2003-07-23

Places a "cheap replica" of Nerevar's moon-and-star ring on the  table behind Thanelen Velas in the Balmora Council
Club which, when used, teleports you to Nerevar's Gateway room.  This romm has portals to:  Urshilaku.

Ahemusa.Zainab & Erabenimsun Camps...Vos....

5131 Lost submarine Cheats MMH 18-8998 Jimuthy 2003-09-16 Creates a submarine (The Nautilus), for the player to live in, with teleport facility.

5130 Lords of the Fallen Cheats MMH 18-293 Unknown 2009-04-06
Please note: This mod was transferred from Gamer's Roam after the site's closure. No information was included, so
this note containing some basic information about the mod has been added as a courtesy to mod users. -------------------

-

5129 Lord Zycotes
Treasure Cheats MMH 18-9076 Rappmandoo 2004-01-07

This is my second plugin;  it creates a sword on the top of the fire at the Seyda Neen lighthouse that as the same
enchantment as wraithgaurd but it will also summon a creature to fight you so level 3 characters and below beware

you are going to be hurt.    This  ...

5128 lockpick Cheats MMH 18-2506 Unknown 2009-04-24

5127 Limitless Storage Cheats MMH 18-12412 WarGhoul1967 2007-12-03
I created this mod not to cheat but out of the frustration of putting four lousy pieces of ebony in one crate. Now with
my Limitless Storage Mod you can organize your loot in all the containers, now they can hold up to almost 10 million

pounds each.

5126 less go fetch Cheats MMH 18-2488 Unknown 2009-04-24

5125 Legolas Bow Cheats MMH 18-307 Unknown 2009-04-06
Please note: This mod was transferred from Gamer's Roam after the site's closure. No information was included, so
this note containing some basic information about the mod has been added as a courtesy to mod users. -------------------

-
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5124 Legendary
Merchants Cheats MMH 18-6278 Neocirus 2009-09-27 This is my first mod and very simple.   It changes the Creeper and Mudcrab Merchants.     More gold on hand.

50,000/100,000   Larger 2x   Buys anything.   Spellmaking   Enchanting   Repair     I...

5123 Last Endeavour Cheats MMH 18-6740 TioGilito22 2011-06-09
How many times we have been frozen under the weight of our objects, forcing us to discard some of our loot?     I'm
sure there are other mods that address or try to correct the fact of becoming paralyzed by overload,   more easily

than this. If you like cheats but ...

5122 Lake Home Cheats MMH 18-8438 DJN 2002-09-27
Bad day on Red Mountain? Ever wished you?d just stayed home and went fishing instead? Then this is the mod for
you. More than just another house, it includes multiple new NPCs, quests, monsters, dungeons and a whole new

faction especially created for characters that want to relax, h...

5121 Knihovna (Library) Cheats MMH 18-316 PretORyan 2009-04-06 Please note: This mod was transferred from Gamer's Roam after the site's closure. No information was included, so
this note containing some basic information about the mod has been added as a courtesy to mod users.

5120 Khuul Stuff Cheats MMH 18-11229 Thraal 2007-05-07
This adds a few items that I have made to a chest in Khuul. I wont tell you the location but here are a few of the
small number of items that I made;    1. A robe that adds all of the bound items and is a constant effect.    2. A

longbow (daedric mesh I...

5119 Key to Thievery Cheats MMH 18-13362 Tamriel Traveler (The
Treasurer) 2009-04-08 This mod adds a special glass staff to Caius Cosade's house in Balmora. The staff will allow the player to become

completley invisible, making it easier to steal things.

5118 Johnny5Cheats Cheats MMH 18-2485 Johnny5 2009-04-24 Cheat mod that adds weapons and items to fortify all skills and abilities.  Also includes an in-game cheat guide.

5117 Jahia Manor Cheats MMH 18-8037 Bell-chan 2005-02-01
Jahia Manor is a house in Ald'ruhn for your personal use. No uber-items or rich traders just a house with a

swimming pool. The "Balmora"-addon puts Jahia Manor to Balmora instead of Ald'ruhn.  The "NPCs"-addon adds two
NPCs and a practice dummy to the armory of  Ja...

5116 Jaden's cheat room Cheats MMH 18-6239 Jadenitanenn 2009-06-30 this is my first mod, it adds a room in seyda neen.  that room has a few of the best weapons in morrowind and a full
set of ice armor. It is guarded! Changelog:changed the monster that garded the room,

5115 Instant Hero 3000 Cheats MMH 18-10631 Nixu 2006-06-20
Potion of the Hero, found at the Arrille's Trade will instantly make you the Nerevarine. Filling your Journal with
every MQ journal entry. It also gives you the MQ's most important items. Changelog:1.0   Adds almost all MQ

journal entries.   Gives the most im...

5114 instant hero Cheats MMH 18-2510 Unknown 2009-04-24

5113 Insta-Hero 2000 Cheats MMH 18-7606 Exerkis 2005-02-13
A ring which makes you a real Insta-Hero 2000: This will make all the Ashlander tribes revere you as   nerevarine,

all the great houses side with you as hortator, and makes   the Ordinators a lot more polite (You still can't wear their
armor,   though). It also gi...

5112 Insane Chameleon Cheats MMH 18-9168 blockhead 2004-02-03 This cheating plugin adds a 100% chameleon spell.  The sneak key is used to toggle the spell on and off.

5111 Indoril Armor in Ald-
Ruhn Cheats MMH 18-7668 Kaghouz 2005-04-08 If you want the indoril armor and don't want to kill an Ordinator for it, just go to the Silt Strider in Ald-Ruhn and

look in the urns. There are a full Indoril Armor. It's free to take the armor.

5110 Indexchest Cheats MMH 18-7864 Jon Davison 2005-02-26 The Mod is nothing else than a little chest in Balmora's Bookstore, containing all propylon indexes at once.

5109 Indarys
Enhancements Cheats MMH 18-8082 Wysiwyg 2002-07-01

5108 Incarnate Cheats MMH 18-8090 Mikagi Aya 2002-06-28
For all the vampire players wanting a little more spice in their game    The most ancient of all vampires lives in the
depths of Bal Fell. He will taunt you, calling you a lesser vampire from a corrupt bloodline. But he will also ask you

if you wish to rid your self of you...

5107 Improved Ring of
Teleportation v3.3.5 Cheats MMH 18-13160 Tealpanda 2009-01-11

A teleportation ring that goes to every major city in Morrowind. Does not require any expansions or other mods.
*Supports Tamriel Rebuilt* This is an updated version of the teleportation ring originally by Eidolon and fixed by

Dubious. It's rearranged for better usability. The ring ha...

5106 Illegal Forge v1.1 Cheats MMH 18-15050 CMFK Ltd. 2013-11-06
Some where in Morrowind, is a printing press, Can you thank of anyone bold enough to build something like that?
Slight Money/Cheat mod adding ability to print Vvardenfell cash. Easter egg of sorts, if you become a mage, an on

your way to Archmage you'll find the doorway, i'm sure. When you d...

5105 Icarian Flight Amulet Cheats MMH 18-10058 Stabbey_the_Clown 2005-07-25 The Icarian Flight Scrolls are all fine and good, but you only get three.  You can't go hopping all over the island with
only three scrolls, so this adds an amulet with the exact same effect as the scrolls.

5104 Iblis Manor Cheats MMH 18-7487 Cyst 2002-06-13

5103 Human Cheats MMH 18-269 Unknown 2009-04-06
Please note: This mod was transferred from Gamer's Roam after the site's closure. No information was included, so
this note containing some basic information about the mod has been added as a courtesy to mod users. -------------------

...

5102 House of
Transporters Cheats MMH 18-7852 Klitsapp123 2005-04-07

I first made this mod for myself but after using it over and over on different characters I decided to let the public
have it. This mod creates a House in Balmora that has brother Ollie and sister Keelya in it. They can transport you

to places throughout the main quest, but also the...

5101 House of Players Cheats MMH 18-8374 Tarkus 2002-08-22
A new house on a very small  island southwest of Seyda Neen with a very nice view.  Talk to a dark elf by a boat

beside the lagoon just north of the lighthouse in Seyda Neen    This house has many features including a shrine to
summon monsters to fight for traini...

5100 Home Sweet Home Cheats MMH 18-7360 redruM.rD 2002-05-28
A nice 4 room castle like structure, with lots of space and containers to store yer stuff (Entrance room, Dining area,
Bedroom, Storage area).    [list]An underground fishpond  An underground treasury  Located in Balmora, next to the

pawnshop, on the square with ...

5099 Hircine's Ring Cheats MMH 18-9943 Andres2310 2005-06-05
This mod adds Hircine's ring in a barrel in Seyda Neen. It is meant for players who want to be a werewolf without
getting infected, and for low level players who can't do the Bloodmoon quest and still want to become a werewolf

easily, it's kinda like the Vampire Equipmen...

5098 High Elf Anti-
Weakness Cheats MMH 18-7982 Kaghouz 2005-04-08 This mod deletes all the weaknesses from the High Elf's. I was tired to the weakness to "in sort of everything". So i

deleted them. Just download it and you dont need to be angry about the weaknesses.

5097 Hidden Room Cheats MMH 18-7429 Drunken Wizard 2002-05-31
Creates a hidden room in Balmora's Eight Plates bar you can access  by activating a skull on the bartender's

counter. (once inside room, you can exit by using the skull  on top of the drawer)    Inside the room is a ticked off
critter as well as an amulet...

5096 Hero's Hovel (2) Cheats MMH 18-9121 Steven Kehlet 2004-01-12
Updated Hero's Hovel. Every hero needs a hovel, err home, to call his or her own. Hero's Hovel can be found

nestled in a quiet mountain range just west of Pelagiad Highlights of your new home include: - a personal assistant,
Laila, to make your stay even more pleasant. - a vast serias...

5095 Hawkwing
Magetower Cheats MMH 18-8094 Carsten Johannesen 2002-06-20

5094 GunMod Cheats MMH 18-9293 desolator416 2004-03-01
This mod features a napalm shooting crossbow. It's not fully automatic so you have to rapidly click the mouse to

achieve a high rate of fire. Also features a nuke bolt for the crossbow that can kill everything in a 2000 foot radius,
leaving you unscathed. I never liked Vivec Cit...

5093 Great Mansion Of
the West Cheats MMH 18-7991 Puma 2005-04-08

There lies a great manor in the middle of the grazelands, inside it are rooms for all your skills, there is a room for
alchemists, where all the ingredients, and equipment you'll ever need are.  There is a room for enchanters with

magical crystal that makes soulgems.  ...

5092 Great House
Teleport Amulets Cheats MMH 18-7557 Van Haggers 2004-05-19

Bored of having to walk all the way to your Stronghold? This simple Mod gives you three Amulets that take you to
the three Strongholds. (Hlaalu, Redoran and Telvanni) They can be found in Seyda Neen near the Docks, where

some Mage lost them.    Have Fun!

5091 Great House Dagoth
Instant Godking Cheats MMH 18-6646 The Mad God 2010-12-31 Adds a strange Ash Statue to Caius' table. Use it to instantly complete Great House Dagoth. Don't forget to pick up

your heart ring at the doorstop to the Heart Chamber.

5090 Good Engraved Ring
of Healing Cheats MMH 18-11658 chaos_effect 2007-11-22

See why the guards thought Fargoth's Engraved Ring of Healing was worth stealing! This mod changes the
enchantment on the ring you're forced to pick up during the opening sequence. The new enchantment is constant

effect (1 Restore Health, 2 Restore Magicka, and 3 Restore Fatigue). I don't think i...

5089 Gold and Swords Cheats MMH 18-12837 Orikdragonriderph 2008-07-28 Adds a lot of money and 4 good daedric Weapons to the start of Seyda neen.

5088 godshrine Cheats MMH 18-2501 Unknown 2009-04-24

5087 Glass Armor at
Balamora Cheats MMH 18-13638 sunjung2 2009-08-30 Adds glass armor to Balamora south of the Stiltstrider. DO NOT take the dagger unless you want to fight a LORD

DREMORA.

5086 Ghorak Storage Cheats MMH 18-10214 Skott Hunter 2005-10-26
This mod turns the dirty, yuk Ghorak Manor, into a clean, honorable looking storage building called, Ghorak

Storage.  Creeper has a huge gold adjustment and can repair!  Also gets rid of those needless Orc NPCs.  The
goldbrand Orc is still in his same spot and he now ...



Id Name Category Site Link Author Date Description

5085 Gali's Alchemist's
Cave Cheats MMH 18-9035 Gali 2003-12-22

Version 1.1: Eliminates all GMST files and reduces the quantity of ingredients in the Alchemy Chest.  This mod
creates a medium-sized cave perfectly suited for an alchemist character, named "Alchemist's Cave". It is located

outside of Caldera, near the north wall. Although ...

5084 Funkys Plugin Dev Cheats MMH 18-2486 thefunkyone 2009-04-24
Created on : 07/03/03 General info : Adds a keep to seyda neen which has ubber armor and weapons, it also has a
teleport ring which teleports you almost everywhere in morrowind. THIS WAS DESIGNED PURELY FOR PLUGIN

TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT

5083 Fort Perdition v1.0 Cheats MMH 18-11637 Lord Indoril Nerevar 2007-11-11
This plugin is a heavy artillery for cheaters. Incredible enchantments, powerful weapons, friendly trainers, infinite
gold, accessible ingredients, mightly companion, place to sleep and store the spoils, almost everything of cheater's

needs in one file. (Since I am a little bit...

5082 Forever Charged Cheats MMH 18-15017 Logorouge 2013-10-04 Increase the charge rate of enchanted items from 0.0500 to 100 per second by changing the GMST setting
fMagicItemRechargePerSecond to give you the effect of items that never ever need to be recharged with Soul Gems.

5081 Fons mod Cheats MMH 18-7375 Shaminar the Dragon 2005-02-01
Ever wanted a Full set of Daedric Armour and can't be bothered going all over the game just to find it?     Well, Fons
Beren has a set on him...he is in The Great Bazaar in Mournhold on the steps near the pawnshop. And he is willing

to just give it away to you if you c...

5080 Find Rings Cheats MMH 18-7488 War 2002-06-17

5079 Fashioned Blade Cheats MMH 18-9241 Madgalaaah 2005-05-13 A handy short blade for spellcasters to be found somewhere in Balmora.

5078 Exploding Throwing
Stars Cheats MMH 18-9613 Sadeghi 2004-08-11

If you want a plugin that lets you blow other people up and not yourself then this plugin is for you!     I have made 4
types of Exploding Throwing Stars: Poison, Lightning, Fire, and Ice! The picture I have supplied is me blowing an

ordinator into an oblivian.

5077
Executor Zurg's
Merchant Money

Mod
Cheats MMH 18-7815 Executor Zurg 2003-10-01 Morrowind's merchants: every one of them personally inspected to have ten times the money.    Alchemists, smiths,

pawners, bartenders, armorers, etc. Not some 'multilplyer' stamp, but real writer's cramp!

5076
Excalibur, The

Sword in the Stone
v1.0

Cheats MMH 18-7564 Dagoth Chicken 2005-03-19
We all know Excalibur, the sword in the stone of Arthurian legend. This mod adds it to Morrowind, but with a

special twist..... If you want to do things "right", you'll find Excalibur sitting on the little island outside Balmora. (If
this location conflicts with any other mods, tell me!) The swor...

5075 Enchanted Weapons Cheats MMH 18-7888 Ryan 2003-10-15
In Ball Fell a extremely tough Dremora has been summoned into the world, he has weapons that could enable him to

wreck havoc apon the land. He must be stopped! Only the toughest and bravest of warriors may face him and yet
live.    My Character is a 51 warrior type, and I ...

5074 Enchanted
Renaissance Cheats MMH 18-8592 Blindeye 2005-05-24

This mod makes the following changes to enchantments:    [list]Almost all enchantments have been beefed up, on
rings, amulets and robes.  Enchanted rings have now ten discharges instead of the default five.  Amulets have now

ten discharges instead of the default ...

5073 Ebony and Ivory Cheats MMH 18-7647 The Karma Monster 2004-06-11
This mod adds Ebony and Ivory, Dante's pistols from Devil May Cry, to the world of Morrowind.  There is a one-

pistol firing mode for both guns, and you can also equip a pistol in each hand for cool screenshots and such.    Have
fun!

5072 Easier Dagoth Ur Cheats MMH 18-6564 MoneyBags01 2010-10-13
Are you getting your butt kicked on the two battles against dagoth ur? well now you don't have to, with this mod the

first dagoth ur battle, dagoth ur only has one health point and cannot move. the secound battle he cannot move
(health not affected due to scripting reasons) will not effect anythi...

5071 Dwemer Observing
Station Cheats MMH 18-9327 Necrolesian 2005-06-19 Adds the "Dwemer Observing Station" ruin to Lake Amaya, with an entrance through a grotto to the east. There's a

very powerful sword in the dungeon's innermost room, but it's guarded by extremely nasty enemies.

5070 DW Daedric
Crescent Cheats MMH 18-8672 wesslen 2003-02-19 This plugin adds a new model non-unique Daedric Crescents to the game.  See readme for info.

5069 Dubious's Teleport
Ring Cheats MMH 18-8517 Dubious 2002-11-11

Compatible with Tribunal V1.3.1029.   73 locations including 4 in Mournhold; Creeper, Mudcrab; many towns and
strongholds; secret Masters etc.  Ring acts like a book does not equip, eliminating ring swapping; structured

teleport menu allows easy travel.    .Base...

5068 drew's stuff Cheats MMH 18-13218 dcsrewster 2009-02-01 noobie armor and weapon.if you don't like rediculossly strong stuff do not download. Changelog:v 1.3 coming 2/4/09

5067 DragonSlayer Cheats MMH 18-7897 PizzasRgooD 2003-10-15 This plugin adds a quest to find a new weapon,  the Dragonslayer. It's designed as a dragon and uses a completely
new mesh. There are NO dragons to slay in this mod.

5066 Dragonic Armaments Cheats MMH 18-9644 Ganmeyde 2005-03-08
The Ultimate Treasure Hunt Begins! These Powerful Weapons don't need an Uber Character, a level one can find
them, If they're a genious, that is. I made this mod and had trouble finding them! But the reward is great, a staff

capable of being enchanted with 100 pts of fire fo...

5065 Dr. Death the
PLastic Surgeon Cheats MMH 18-5763 Molten_Rock 2011-10-04

#######################################################################
#######################################################################

Dr. Death the PLastic Surgeon##########################################
##################################################################...

5064 Diamond Throwing
Stars Cheats MMH 18-8457 GBT3e 2002-10-04

Dullan Makkar has returned to Vvardenfell after many years abroad. He has studied the crafting of diamonds and
enchanting with the finest craftsmen in the empire, and has brought back with him several new and powerfull types

of area effect throwing stars    Meet him at Eb...

5063 Demonwake Cheats MMH 18-7796 Raijin Vegeku 2003-09-22
Adds a new unique artifact to Morrowind, Demonwake, a powerful ice sword that looks REALLY cool, and is good
for combat.    It has a quest to get - a very long and frustrating quest. I think that it is very balanced, and like with

all of my mods, it has been play-tested in...

5062 Demon Race 3 Cheats MMH 18-73 Unknown 2009-04-06
Replaces the Dark Elf race with the Demon race - very high stats and a large range of spells and abilities. = Please
note: This mod was transferred from Gamer's Roam after the site's closure. No information was included, so this

note containing so...

5061 Death Dealer Axe Cheats MMH 18-9221 Miral 2004-02-16 Adds a nord to Hla-Oad with the mighty Death Dealer Axe  Credits:  Model made by Yours Truly.Texture fixes and
export by JunkMail. Origionally a request by Kryptic.

5060 Deadric Weapons In
The Census Office Cheats MMH 18-14926 Kyle Katarn 2013-08-20 Free Deadric Items In The Census Office Deadric Helm Deadric Gauntlets Deadric Cuirass Deadric Greaves Deadric

Boots Deadric DAI-KATANA

5059 DB Attack Ring Cheats MMH 18-12721 The Wanderer 2008-05-12 A simple single minded mod...     All this mod does is make a ring available which...   will allow you to control the
Dark Brotherhood attacks.     It sits on the barrel in the yard of the Census Office.     Yes there are o...

5058 Darker Red
Mountain Cheats MMH 18-8306 Mysterial 2002-08-08

Plugin increases the difficulty of the unique monsters  encountered in Red Mountain, including those you meet
during 2nd half of main quest    Applies to unique, and one-of-a-kind monsters ONLY, so other mods (eg Morrowind

Advanced )should be compatible    &...

5057 Dark Paladine's
Balmora Manor Cheats MMH 18-8514 Dark Paladine 2002-11-08 A multi-level house lots of room; has some armor and weapons.  Has a secret rom with some nice stuff for starting

off; see readme for info

5056 Daedric Flamesword Cheats MMH 18-8525 Frank Myer 2002-11-13
Summit info: find possibly Balmora Meldor or Seyda Neen Arrille's    I've created a new daedric sword with flame.

 The sword has sound and lighting effect script    To install, just unzip the files to c:\ since there already exist a
folder structure to the ...

5055 Daedric Crescent Cheats MMH 18-9414 NNY 2005-03-04
Changes the Daedric Crescent Unique weapon to a One-Handed Long Blade. But don't worry, the weapon is slightly
slower to balance out the change. It also Strengthens the Slash attack of the sword because you must go through so

much to get it, that you deserve better.

5054 Daedric Cathedral Cheats MMH 18-8603 Davidevil 2003-01-03 Daedric Cathedral is a coven of evil necromancer and is located between Falensarano and the Zainab Camp in the
Grazeland Region west of Tel Aruhn. See readme for info

5053 Creeper's Gold Cheats MMH 18-8447 Quanter 2002-10-02 Gives 500,000 Gold To Creeper In Caldera.

5052 Creeper change Cheats MMH 18-9758 Kain (aka
DeaconFrost) 2004-08-31 I made several more changes to the creaper.  He now has 100 million dollars (he doesn't drop it).  He also will buy

and sell just about any item in the game.  He will also make spells and enchantments for you.  Also, he will respawn

5051 Creature | Unique
Weapons Fix Cheats MMH 18-8124 Xeno 2002-07-01

Unique Mod  It seemed wrong  the legendary and other unique weapons were much less powerful than an
enchanted daedric weapon.  I raised the damage on all uniques up to value of 1000gp to 150% their origional

damage and raised chrysamire, crescent, bow of shadows...

5050 Crazy (and Insane)
Jump 0.5 Cheats MMH 18-5671 jaxawier 2011-08-12

crazy (and insane) jump 0.5 Repackaged ---- Adds various gear mentioned below with CE jump from 50 pts to 1500
pts,besides the potions and the scroll they also have slowfall and corresponding Fortify Health,so just in case you

get damaged be sure to rec...

5049 Collectors Belt Cheats MMH 18-15537 Unknown 2017-07-30 There is no read me file but I have used this mod. It basically puts a belt in Cauis' house that greatly increases the
weight you can carry.



Id Name Category Site Link Author Date Description

5048 Clear Bounty Cheats MMH 18-9528 Richard Lentz 2004-04-20
Ok now don't you hate it when you're doing real good and you mess up and get caught stealling or killing and now

you have this bounty over your head and it just keeps getting higher and higher -  you dont want to pay it cause you
have lots of stolen goods or just dont h...

5047 Chests Of Holding Cheats MMH 18-12952 Theron Udraer 2008-09-26
From the readme -     "Ever looted a daedric shrine, or a great house vault,   but had too much too carry, so you

almsivi/divine   intervented out of there? Smart, but you amass these   huge piles of stuff, which you can never find
anything in! ...

5046 Cheat Ring Cheats MMH 18-15510 Baratheon79 2017-07-23 The Elder Scrolls III MORROWIND: Baratheon79's Cheat Ring Version 1.0 by Baratheon79 **Note: Designed for
original Morrowind v1.2.0722 *******...

5045 Chargen Boat
Captain v1.2 Cheats MMH 18-2492 Unknown 2009-04-24

5044 Chargen Boat
Captain Cheats MMH 18-2497 Unknown 2009-04-24

5043 Character Changing Cheats MMH 18-9418 Andy Christianson 2004-03-30
This little micro mod adds a button in the seyda neen tradehouse that allows you to change the appearence of your

chatacter.  Simply press the button and select your new look.  The only known bugs are that it messes with what you
have equipped.

5042 Castle Shadowguard Cheats MMH 18-8835 A. Bauer 2003-05-07
This plug-in recreates the home of my favorite thief-type character by Roger Zelazny: Jack of Shadow's, Castle

Shadowguard.  Lots of room and storage for your character, barter NPCs, transportation NPC in Seyda Neen..See
readme for complete info.

5041 Callenwald Cheats MMH 18-8635 John Hupp 2003-01-26
Callenwald is for the adventurer who wants a special place to call home.  It has many features besides the

waterfalls, including the  large manor with a gym, laboratory,pool, dining hall, bar, and many more rooms and exits,
 Many additional niceties here, please see r...

5040 Caldera Townhouse Cheats MMH 18-7412 Ravensong 2002-10-04
Upscale but not ostentatious, this plugin creates a nice cozy fully decorated townhouse in Caldera, between the gate

and the Governor's Castle    Has a spacious storage basement with hi-caoacity storage chests.   Bedroom, and
laboratory are upstairs; a  livin...

5039 Caldera Teleport Cheats MMH 18-9325 SwimBlizz88 2004-03-08
This mod allows you to teleport between Balmora and Caldera. This mod is intended for the players not affiliated
with the mages guild, who  therefore cannot use their service.     The mages guild is the only fast travel method to

get to caldera, not anymore! Talk to t...

5038 Caldera Residence Cheats MMH 18-8554 Eric Lamkin 2002-12-02
Summit info:  out the N gate, turn R ;walk around fence    You have mysteriously received a house in Caldera for
your use. There is a maid inside that has been instructed to clean your house, and to trade items with you at full

value, but won't immediately reveal how she...

5037 Caius' Basement (2) Cheats MMH 18-7848 GregBackwards 2005-03-02
Adds a basement to Caius' House in Balmora that offers nearly infinite storage. Each container in the room holds 10
million pounds of stuff. It's really a mod for all you pack rats out there, that must keep EVERYTHING they find...like

me.

5036 Bullseye's mod Cheats MMH 18-12163 Bullseye 2013-02-02
Added: Holy Glass Armor Freezing Fire Weapons (Long/Short Sword, Axe, Mace, Arrows, Etc.) Starting Spells

(They're fun) Bullseye's Belt/Amulet Bullseye's Summoning Ring (Winged Twilight x8) Modified the summonable
Winged Twilight's to be more powerfull

5035 Bound Warrior's
Ring Cheats MMH 18-7436 AlienWonder 2002-06-01

A  new ring called "Bound Warrior's Ring" is hidden somewhere in the first village. To find it, I placed a riddle inside
the Census and Excise Office. On a table, a scroll with  the riddle. Go to where the riddle directs you to and you will

find this uber ring  &#...

5034 Bound Stuff Cheats MMH 18-12945 Cattouchthis 2008-09-20 Adds full bound armor and a bound longsword to the middle of Seyda Neen. These are permanent items and will not
disappear.

5033 Bonk Bonk Cheats MMH 18-13718 Huskobar 2009-10-28
..essentially your ultimate weapon.  It's just a tweaked Stendarr's Hammer which I made strictly for playtesting, but

would serve as a fine way to get your frustrations out if you've had a bad day.     Look for it in the Seyda Neen
Census and Excise courtyard.

5032 BodyGuard Cheats MMH 18-10185 Finkus 2005-10-10
V1.2 Fixed the levitating vegetables next to the tomb, they now are fully rooted    This mod adds an amulet that

allows you to summon Barador, a powerfull warrior, after your health dips below a certain point ( around 1/3 of your
total health ).  This Amulet can be fo...

5031 Bob Cheats MMH 18-4297 Unknown 2009-05-12 Meet Bob. He's a Nord. He nearly naked. He has $999,999, And he will buy and sell anything. Go The the Fighters
Guild in Balmora and have a look around. He's there.

5030 Blue and Red Glass
Daikatana's Cheats MMH 18-8099 Adam Melo 2004-10-13 For Those Who Loved My Glass Diakatana Mod Will Love This New One   -Adds Two New Swords to The Game -

Located At The top Of Lighthouse In Seyda Neen -FUN

5029 Bloodmoon Teleport
Mod Cheats MMH 18-8044 ThE_FrAG_MaN 2003-07-14

Adds a new misc item, the Skull of Teleportation to Greirir the Mumbling's dwelling on solstheim. Equiping the skull
on the player, allows the player to choose one of 4 locations around solstheim to teleport to. Fort Frostmoth, Raven

Rock, Skaal Village and Thirsk. See readme fo...

5028 Blood and Sliver Cheats MMH 18-12583 Xaax 2008-03-05 Blood and Sliver adds two swords to the game. They are uber, but are hard to get to without not cheating or using
the consele (though I spelled that right)

5027 Blatant Cheats MMH 18-114 Unknown 2009-04-06
Adds a set of clothes and armour with very powerful CE enchantments. Not in game - add via console. === Please
note: This mod was transferred from Gamer's Roam after the site's closure. No information was included, so this

note containi...

5026 Blades of Joy &
Sorrow Cheats MMH 18-9930 Vacuus 2005-06-06 This mod adds 2 swords to the game. 1 of them acts as a shield, whilst the other is a  standard long blade. You can

find them in a shrine, the entrance of which can be found  somewhere in Seyda Neen.

5025 Blade of the Vamp Cheats MMH 18-7535 Zombie-X 2004-05-19
This is a small plugin which adds a sword to the Lucky Lockup in Balmora. It's not really special stat-wise, but it was
my first major success in retexturing. I used it for my vampire characters and it worked really well.     So, if you're a

vampire or just someone...

5024 Black Market Dealer Cheats MMH 18-9226 ModMapper 2004-02-19
A Black-Market Dealer is  located in Vivec. Turn right when you get off the Stilt Strider, the shop is located on the

first bridge that crosses over the water.    The dealer supplies pretty much everything, from weapons, armor,
potions, spells, training, spellmaking, ...

5023 Bildad's Ring Cheats MMH 18-8549 Greatest Dog 2002-11-25
Bildad's Story:  Once upon a time a destitute man Bildad (the sailor) came across a genie in a lamp. Rubbing the
lamp he was granted 3 wishes. Being devoid of money he thought of wishing for money, but knowing how quickly

the splendor of wealth can be evanescent, he wisely ...

5022 BigTresury Cheats MMH 18-2489 Unknown 2009-04-24

5021 Better Races Cheats MMH 18-7990 Norfin 2005-04-05
This small mod changes and adds abilities to all the races such as 10 point constant night eye for the dark elves. It

also upgrades many of the powers for each race.    Updates in 1.3:  - Removed Argonian Waterbreath because of not
being able to do the puzzle canal pi...

5020 Better Hortator's
Items Cheats MMH 18-8353 soulblinder 2002-08-16 Honestly, who did ever use the Hortator's items? Ok, the belt is quite useful. But with this mod, now ALL of the

Hortator's Items are just great. And still balanced..

5019 Beat The Game Cheats MMH 18-11462 TheDeadEye 2007-08-19
I have been wandering around the morrowind mod sites and have found that this mod is not usually listed. I have
not seen it on here and thought that I would upload it. All credits go to the author. I completely forgot about this

mod until I was cleaning out my old emails and found it there. So if...

5018 Beast Races Better Cheats MMH 18-7440 Lord of Imperials 2004-10-15
This mod makes the beast races as I thought they should have been made. First the Argonians water breathing is

now permanent, but they also have a permanent swift swim to make them seem truly aquatic. Also the Khajit's night
eye ability is now permanent. Enjoy.

5017 Be a Beast Cheats MMH 18-8027 Tahnu Sheppard 2003-07-08
This mod adds a amulet in the Skaal Village on a tree stump which gives you 100% disease weakness so people

imune to common  disease (from MW) can now become a vampire and werewolf by wearing it , then fighting with
one of them.    to play: go to the skaal village and...

5016 Barnie's Hideout and
Cave Cheats MMH 18-9285 Keirthin 2004-03-01

This Mod includes a living quarters with plenty of storage and a small garden, original cave/treehouse type
atmosphere with plenty of storage. Located in the starter town it is ideal for a new charcter.     A merchant area is

included with NPCs that have plenty of gold to ...

5015 balmoraisnice Cheats MMH 18-102 Unknown 2009-04-06 Tweaks the amount of gold carried by Meldor plus adds an uber, ebony clad trader to Balmora's Eight Plates.

5014 Balmora University
v2.0 Cheats MMH 18-8476 Ravensong 2002-10-18

Tired of running all over Morrowind to find an appropriate trainer?  Well if you are a Blade, your troubles are over.
Register at Balmora University and your education is guaranteed to be comprehensive and high quality     Located

by the South Wall next to the strider, B...

5013 Balmora Travel
Guides Cheats MMH 18-7521 SuZilla 2005-03-06

A 'cheating' way to travel quickly, differing from many other mods in that this one allows you to travel WITH your
companions. I originally made this for myself for use with Sakaki Manor and Grumpy's companion mods. I have

presented it here as a 'stand-alone' mod...



Id Name Category Site Link Author Date Description

5012 Balmora Tomb Cheats MMH 18-12418 Angus 2007-12-06
This is my first mod so i hope it's good.It just adds a trapdoor to a tomb which i created in Balmora, theres 5

enemy's in the tomb and 3 NPC's that are good. You can live in the tomb and it's got 2 chests of all weapons and
armor in game, 1 chest full of books,an urn that's got all ingredients i...

5011 Balmora Thieve's
Hideout v3.1 Cheats MMH 18-8537 Sentinal 2003-04-22

Replaces Vori's house in Balmora, (a pointless home, doesn't affect any quests or NPCs) with a much better one.   
Inside you'll find a ring key that, when in your inventory,  makes the normal bed (bed works when ring is off) move

aside revealing a trap door to your true Lair. Your...

5010 Balmora Thief
Hideout Cheats MMH 18-8675 Trebor 2005-05-20 In the South Wall Corner Club, places a trapdoor behind the bar on the lower level. Contains alchemy equipment, re

locking chest for practice, plenty of storage and a place to sleep. Ideal as a place thieves can call their own.

5009 Balmora Abode Cheats MMH 18-7413 Ravensong 2002-05-30
A nice little house in Balmora, by the wall just west of the strider. Beautifully decorated, cozy, and comfortable, this
modest one bedroom cottage includes a fully appointed living room/dining area, library, and spacious basement for

storage. Not extravagant, not a mansion, just fu...

5008 awesome storms Cheats MMH 18-14466 Gandalf 2012-04-25 makes all "storm"spells ultra powerful

5007 Awesome Cheats Cheats MMH 18-14163 Ilon 2010-11-23
Legend tells of an ancient pirate ship, inhabited with mages that were captured during the fall of   their island. The

pirates forced the mages to work on a project one of them had thought up, and it   worked. The barrel with the items
stored was lost, after the ship got maroo...

5006 AutoLeveler Cheats MMH 18-6614 Feral Possum 2010-11-23
Firstly; Yes, its a cheat. I haven't seen anything like this posted before although there may be similar things like it.

This is my second mod by the way.     The pot is found 3/4 burried under the wooden walkway to Seyda Neen
lighthouse. Easy to find as it's designed for peo...

5005 AutoLeveler Cheats MMH 18-6627 Feral Possum 2010-12-03
"AutoLeveler.esp" adds 2 things to the game. 1) a script 2) a pot in seyda neen The script is basicly a quick one I

whipped up, all it does is set all the players levels at 100, health at 1 Million (1,000,000) and Magicka at 10
thousand (10,000). Yes it's a cheat, I know....

5004 Aulduren's Seyda
Neen Stuff Cheats MMH 18-6821 Chris S Ogden 2011-12-09

Sets a Chest at the north of Seyda Neen ->   " Bitter Coast -2,-8, " has a lot of non scripted , strait from the game
stuff . And a set of clothing - shirt, pants, two rings,   belt, and a robe -> Feather 360, Agility+3, Athletics+12,

Speed+4, Acrobatics+12, Fortify Health+1...

5003 Atronach Magicka
Infusion Cheats MMH 18-8560 Grail Quest 2005-02-11

Added a "Magicka Infusion" spell for the Atronach sign, which summons   multiple Ancestral Ghosts for 30 seconds.
Attack them quickly to absorb   their initial spells and thereby swiftly recover magicka. This shortcuts the   tedious

recasting of the Summon Ancestral G...

5002 Astralbox Cheats MMH 18-7457 Patrick 'Edrick'
Waddingham 2002-06-04

5001 Assassin Weaponry Cheats MMH 18-9065 Skaled 2004-01-05
This mod creates 3 weapons - an assassin's blade, assassin's crossbow, and 20 assassin bolts.     These are in a

chest, (named "Strange Chest') somewhere in Balmora.   It's not that hard to find, expecially if you go to Balmora on
the Silt-Strider. �...

5000 Assasin's Arrows &
Potions Cheats MMH 18-7350 MvD 2004-09-06

Ever got tired of not having enough arrows? or tryin to enchant em? well look no further!! an amazing chest located
in Balmora has, 5000 arrows of the assasin for your assasin pleasures; 2500 steel arrows and 500 potions of the

assasin... yours for just a quick download of this mod!!!

4999 Ascendaeus's Dirge
& Deed OP Cheats MMH 18-6467 Ascendaeus 2010-05-18

This is the Simple little mod that i use myself right now, Very Friendly to those who wish for more Magic Power as a
non- magic race or something, or if you want to be able to carry Extra Weight and jump Higher and be able to cast

all the BLOODY Spells. 'Robe's Deed's'- This Mod ahem,... "Enhance...

4998 Armor Seller Cheats MMH 18-7481 Cwolfx 2005-01-03
This mod creates a person/warrior that sells every type of armor in Morrowind! All the prices are the same as they
would be in the regular shops. Also he is not able to be killed due to the fact that he has 100 stats in everything! He

is very friendly too :D

4997 Armor scripts plugin Cheats MMH 18-9568 Scion of Clumsy 2005-03-06 Adds some scripts that add full sets of daedric, ebony and glass armor, so the player doesn't have to use a lot of
'additem' commands.

4996 Aprogas' Magicka
Regenerate Cheats MMH 18-8577 Jasper Jongmans 2002-12-13

A magicka regenerate script.  Formula used is: mag/s = wil / 100 - 0.5 - meaning you will regenerate from nothing at
a willpower below 50 up to 0.5 per second  at a willpower of 100Turn on/off with StartScript/StopScript

MagickaRegenerate.

4995 Aprogas Master
Trainers Cheats MMH 18-8575 Jasper Jongmans 2002-12-09 Adds Cinia Urtius (Medium Armor Master) back into the Tel Fyr docks, and makes Sirollus Saccus (Heavy Armor

Master) a trainer.

4994 AoM_os Cheats MMH 18-10399 Sirael 2006-02-08 Some people standing at the Arena with new armor, faces, clothing usw.

4993 Andy's House Cheats MMH 18-7474 Andrew_Mi 2005-02-11
This plugin adds a house near Vivec Foreign Quarter Canton, close to  SiltStrider and dock. From outside house is a
small tower, but inside  is bigger than outside. This house is created to be a storage and  museum for player's stuff

and a base of operations in re...

4992
Ancient

Underground
Armory

Cheats MMH 18-14249 dagothagahnim 2011-03-18
One of my earliest mods, all it does is add a door in the ground (very out of place) in the hille behind Caius' house in

Balmora.  I did this as an experiment with placing interiors and items early in my modding career.  It has most of
the original armors and weapons on the walls and a ...

4991 Ancient Ebony
Claymore Cheats MMH 18-7732 LB_UK 2004-07-02

Contains textures, a mesh and an icon for an ebony claymore, a retextured Umbra sword (as that is an ebony
claymore).     2 esp's inside, one simply adds the sword to the construction set while the other will dump it outside

Meldor's in Balmora so that you can grab...

4990 Amulets of Size
Changing Cheats MMH 18-10179 DarkQuiksilver 2005-10-13

This plugin adds 2 amulets to a corpse in Balmora (found outside the Hlaalu Council Building) that affect the players
Size and changes the players attribute's accordingly.    While wearing the amulets, first person view is disabled, but

this is restored when you take t...

4989 Amulet of Wind
Walking Cheats MMH 18-7445 Dances-With-Lobsters 2002-06-03

An item I created just for fun; not too imbalancing so far, but I might tweak it further to make it unusable during
combat (by making it reduce strength and intelligence while worn or something like that.    It grants a moderate

level of Jump, a big boost to Athletics, 200...

4988 Amulet of Water
Breathing Cheats MMH 18-9135 Angelus 2004-01-21

You can get this Amulet of Water Breathing from the Pawnbroker in Balmora. It gives you a constant effect of water
breathing when equipped.     I know it's simple, and sort of cheating,  . It also costs 4000 gold for the amulet, but

you can just steal it I guess.

4987 All Vampires Amulet
1 00 Cheats MMH 18-2495 Unknown 2009-04-24

4986 all useable items Cheats MMH 18-14098 Kodman91 2010-10-02
kodman91's all usable items.     Info:   This mod is actually a cheat. It adds 3 barrels outside the census office in

seyda neen. Those barrels have all the armors.   both enchanted and those that are not enchanted. This is good for
beginners. :)

4985 All Mod Teleporter Cheats MMH 18-8866 kllrwlf@hotmail.com 2003-07-17
I got tired of using rings for teleporting because I would have  to keep re-equiping my rings after teleporting.     I
Also got annoyed with all the little items that I needed to teleport back or to a place, so I just combined them into

one  This isn't a tele...

4984 All Items In Balmora
+ Better Creeper Cheats MMH 18-10662 STAT1STICK 2006-07-07

This mod puts most of the items, including special quest items, into chests near the guard tower by the house of
Caius Cosades in Balmora.    Creeper (located in Caldera) has been modified so that he has 10,000,000 gold and

buys anything you have to sell.   ...

4983 All Houses Mod Cheats MMH 18-7499 FatherFrost 2002-06-17

4982 Ald-ruhn House Cheats MMH 18-7439 Alexander-X 2002-06-01
The house is located right north of the temple in Ald-ruhn.  The house is completely empty with plenty of storage

and display shelves.  It has three rooms.  It also has two one-way "dimension doors" that will teleport you to
Balmora or Vivic.

4981 Aesir Armor Cheats MMH 18-11000 RundwulfWulfsson 2007-01-19
Adds a set of encahnted Nordic Mail Armor and a few weapons to a chest outside one of the buildings in Skaal

Village    Partially buried in the snow, the chest is trapped and has a lock level of 100. All weapon and armor stats
are uber.    Requiremen...

4980 Advanced Magicka
Regen Plugin Hybrid Cheats MMH 18-9703 LennartSchultz12 2005-04-12

A plugin for all people who think that mages should get additional Magicka as they get health. The included
ManaRegenPlugin is optional, if you consider Manaregeneration as Cheating. However I modified the regeneration

Values so that they should still be balanced for High-Level char...

4979 Adept Cheater's Ring Cheats MMH 18-6435 Furgelnod 2010-03-27
Adept Cheater's Ring adds to the game a ring that makes available to   the player (through a script) various

"cheats". These include things   like high attributes, high skills, specialist spell effects, and   assorted spells. The
script in this mod is derived from...

4978 Adept Armorer v1 Cheats MMH 18-2183 frostcircus 2009-04-24
Armorer is an absurdly difficult skill to improve.  Unless you buy every damaged weapon or armour you find and
practise on that, you'll realistically only see a handful of increases in the skill during a normal game, especially if

you've set it as a Major skill. This tweak makes t...
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4977 A place to stay Cheats MMH 18-7391 Anthony Coleman 2002-05-29

A place to stay is what it says, a place to stay (stash your findings or stolen goods, and rest). Mysl, a smith type
person, has 10k gold, and a bunch of random junk for barter window. Jade is a Publican who has a bunch of drinks
and ingredients / food of sorts with only 900 gold. Upstairs is where you can put all your stuff, and in the room with
the bed, there is 2 appropriately named containers.. the Dresser and Closet of Incapacity.. can hold up to 900,000

weight for your stuff. It is located between the 2 bridges, near a rock, and the river, on the south side of Balmora (as
a trap door to get in). Enjoy your stay!

4976 100% Projectile
Store Chance Cheats MMH 18-7865 Devon 'Blaaguuu'

Carlson 2005-03-11 When you shoot an arrow, bolt, or throwing weapon, and it hits an enemy, there is a 100% chance the projectile will
be retrievable from the corpse once it is killed.

4975 0_Dorka-Dorke's
NoobieCheat_0 Cheats MMH 18-10873 Dorka-Dorke

Dorkidorko Dorkus 2006-11-03
The Version 1.4 of this module adds several enchanted items into the Morrowind gameworld when starting a new
game.  Also included are some new and interesting books.  A new birthsign is also added.     The enchanted items

are not super-uber yet they are tweaked, and...


